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We may lay it down that Pleasure is a movement, a movement by which the soul as a whole 

is consciously brought into its normal state of being; and that Pain is the opposite. If this is 

what pleasure is, it is clear that the pleasant is what tends to produce this condition, while that 

which tends to destroy it, or to cause the soul to be brought into the opposite state, is painful. 

It must therefore be pleasant as a rule to move towards a natural state of being, particularly 

when a natural process has achieved the complete recovery of that natural state. Habits also 

are pleasant; for as soon as a thing has become habitual, it is virtually natural; habit is a 

thing not unlike nature; what happens often is akin to what happens always, natural events 

happening always, habitual events often. Again, that is pleasant which is not forced on us; for 

force is unnatural, and that is why what is compulsory, painful, and it has been rightly said  

     All that is done on compulsion is bitterness unto the soul. So all acts of concentration, 

strong effort, and strain are necessarily painful; they all involve compulsion and force, unless 

we are accustomed to them, in which case it is custom that makes them pleasant. The 

opposites to these are pleasant; and hence ease, freedom from toil, relaxation, amusement, 

rest, and sleep belong to the class of pleasant things; for these are all free from any element of 

compulsion. Everything, too, is pleasant for which we have the desire within us, since desire 

is the craving for pleasure. Of the desires some are irrational, some associated with reason. 

By irrational I mean those which do not arise from any opinion held by the mind. Of this 

kind are those known as 'natural'; for instance, those originating in the body, such as the desire 

for nourishment, namely hunger and thirst, and a separate kind of desire answering to each 

kind of nourishment; and the desires connected with taste and sex and sensations of touch in 

general; and those of smell, hearing, and vision. Rational desires are those which we are 

induced to have; there are many things we desire to see or get because we have been told of 

them and induced to believe them good. Further, pleasure is the consciousness through the 

senses of a certain kind of emotion; but imagination is a feeble sort of sensation, and there 

will always be in the mind of a man who remembers or expects something an image or picture 

of what he remembers or expects. If this is so, it is clear that memory and expectation also, 

being accompanied by sensation, may be accompanied by pleasure. It follows that anything 

pleasant is either present and perceived, past and remembered, or future and expected, 

since we perceive present pleasures, remember past ones, and expect future ones. Now 

the things that are pleasant to remember are not only those that, when actually perceived as 

present, were pleasant, but also some things that were not, provided that their results have 

subsequently proved noble and good. Hence the words  

Sweet 'tis when rescued to remember pain, and  

Even his griefs are a joy long after to one that remembers 

All that he wrought and endured.  

 



The reason of this is that it is pleasant even to be merely free from evil. The things it is 

pleasant to expect are those that when present are felt to afford us either great delight or great 

but not painful benefit. And in general, all the things that delight us when they are present also 

do so, as a rule, when we merely remember or expect them. Hence even being angry is 

pleasant-Homer said of wrath that  

Sweeter it is by far than the honeycomb dripping with sweetness-  

for no one grows angry with a person on whom there is no prospect of taking vengeance, and 

we feel comparatively little anger, or none at all, with those who are much our superiors in 

power. Some pleasant feeling is associated with most of our appetites we are enjoying either 

the memory of a past pleasure or the expectation of a future one, just as persons down with 

fever, during their attacks of thirst, enjoy remembering the drinks they have had and looking 

forward to having more. So also a lover enjoys talking or writing about his loved one, or 

doing any little thing connected with him; all these things recall him to memory and make 

him actually present to the eye of imagination. Indeed, it is always the first sign of love, that 

besides enjoying some one's presence, we remember him when he is gone, and feel pain as 

well as pleasure, because he is there no longer. Similarly there is an element of pleasure even 

in mourning and lamentation for the departed. There is grief, indeed, at his loss, but pleasure 

in remembering him and as it were seeing him before us in his deeds and in his life. We can 

well believe the poet when he says  

He spake, and in each man's heart he awakened 

      the love of lament. 

Revenge, too, is pleasant; it is pleasant to get anything that it is painful to fail to get, and 

angry people suffer extreme pain when they fail to get their revenge; but they enjoy the 

prospect of getting it. Victory also is pleasant, and not merely to 'bad losers', but to every one; 

the winner sees himself in the light of a champion, and everybody has a more or less keen 

appetite for being that. The pleasantness of victory implies of course that combative sports 

and intellectual contests are pleasant (since in these it often happens that some one wins) and 

also games like knuckle-bones, ball, dice, and draughts. And similarly with the serious sports; 

some of these become pleasant when one is accustomed to them; while others are pleasant 

from the first, like hunting with hounds, or indeed any kind of hunting. For where there is 

competition, there is victory. That is why forensic pleading and debating contests are pleasant 

to those who are accustomed to them and have the capacity for them. Honour and good 

repute are among the most pleasant things of all; they make a man see himself in the 

character of a fine fellow, especially when he is credited with it by people whom he thinks 

good judges. His neighbours are better judges than people at a distance; his associates and 

fellow-countrymen better than strangers; his contemporaries better than posterity; sensible 

persons better than foolish ones; a large number of people better than a small number: those 

of the former class, in each case, are the more likely to be good judges of him. Honour and 

credit bestowed by those whom you think much inferior to yourself-e.g. children or animals-

you do not value: not for its own sake, anyhow: if you do value it, it is for some other reason. 

Friends belong to the class of pleasant things; it is pleasant to love-if you love wine, you 

certainly find it delightful: and it is pleasant to be loved, for this too makes a man see himself 

as the possessor of goodness, a thing that every being that has a feeling for it desires to 

possess: to be loved means to be valued for one's own personal qualities. To be admired is 

also pleasant, simply because of the honour implied. Flattery and flatterers are pleasant: the 

flatterer is a man who, you believe, admires and likes To do the same thing often is pleasant, 

since, as we saw, anything habitual is pleasant. And to change is also pleasant: change means 

an approach to nature, whereas invariable repetition of anything causes the excessive 

prolongation of a settled condition: therefore, says the poet,  

Change is in all things sweet.  



That is why what comes to us only at long intervals is pleasant, whether it be a person or a 

thing; for it is a change from what we had before, and, besides, what comes only at long 

intervals has the value of rarity. Learning things and wondering at things are also pleasant 

as a rule; wondering implies the desire of learning, so that the object of wonder is an object of 

desire; while in learning one is brought into one's natural condition. Conferring and 

receiving benefits belong to the class of pleasant things; to receive a benefit is to get what 

one desires; to confer a benefit implies both posses sion and superiority, both of which are 

things we try to attain. It is because beneficent acts are pleasant that people find it pleasant to 

put their neighbours straight again and to supply what they lack. Again, since learning and 

wondering are pleasant, it follows that such things as acts of imitation must be pleasant-for 

instance, painting, sculpture, poetry and every product of skilful imitation; this latter, even if 

the object imitated is not itself pleasant; for it is not the object itself which here gives delight; 

the spectator draws inferences ('That is a so-and-so') and thus learns something fresh. 

Dramatic turns of fortune and hairbreadth escapes from perils are pleasant, because we feel 

all such things are wonderful.  

     And since what is natural is pleasant, and things akin to each other seem natural to each 

other, therefore all kindred and similar things are usually pleasant to each other; for instance, 

one man, horse, or young person is pleasant to another man, horse, or young person. Hence 

the proverbs 'mate delights mate', 'like to like', 'beast knows beast', 'jackdaw to jackdaw', 

and the rest of them. But since everything like and akin to oneself is pleasant, and since every 

man is himself more like and akin to himself than any one else is, it follows that all of us must 

be more or less fond of ourselves. For all this resemblance and kinship is present particularly 

in the relation of an individual to himself. And because we are all fond of ourselves, it follows 

that what is our own is pleasant to all of us, as for instance our own deeds and words. That is 

why we are usually fond of our flatterers, [our lovers,] and honour; also of our children, for 

our children are our own work. It is also pleasant to complete what is defective, for the whole 

thing thereupon becomes our own work. And since power over others is very pleasant, it is 

pleasant to be thought wise, for practical wisdom secures us power over others. (Scientific 

wisdom is also pleasant, because it is the knowledge of many wonderful things.) Again, since 

most of us are ambitious, it must be pleasant to disparage our neighbours as well as to have 

power over them. It is pleasant for a man to spend his time over what he feels he can do best; 

just as the poet says,  

      To that he bends himself, 

To that each day allots most time, wherein 

He is indeed the best part of himself.  

     Similarly, since amusement and every kind of relaxation and laughter too belong to the 

class of pleasant things, it follows that ludicrous things are pleasant, whether men, words, or 

deeds. We have discussed the ludicrous separately in the treatise on the Art of Poetry.  

     So much for the subject of pleasant things: by considering their opposites we can easily see 

what things are unpleasant.  

 


